‘Rescued in Vain’

1970
Feb. 26
The DEFA Studio for Feature Films concludes a contract with director Iris Gusner for the development of a
concept for a film with the working title Daniel. Gusner’s honorarium is 2,400 East German marks.
May 29
The “Babelsberg” production group takes on the treatment for Daniel.
June 29
The DEFA Studio for Feature Films signs a contract with Gusner about the development of a scenario for
Daniel.
July 16
On behalf of the film studio, Prof. Dr. Staufenbiel, a cultural sociologist from the Academy for Social Science
at the Central Committee of the SED [Socialist Unity Party], takes on the role of expert consultant for the film
“in view of cultural-theoretical and culture-prognostic questions, of problems facing the developing socialist
collective in East Germany, and of the collaboration of a collective of student-and-farmer in the present.”
Dec. 8
Gusner delivers the first version of the scenario for Daniel to Dieter Wolf, the dramaturg responsible for the film.
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Parapraxis and Deferred Action in Konrad Wolf’s Stars
By Thomas Elsaesser

1971
Apr. 1
Günter Schröder, the artistic director of the studio, accepts the first version of the scenario.
June 2
The studio consults various specialists at the Academy for Architecture and Civil Engineering in Weimar,
including Prof. Dr. Stahr, Dr. Salzmann and certified engineer Uwe Anders.
June 15-19
Erich Honecker is elected head of the SED at the VIIIth SED Party Congress. The party leadership invites East
German artists to have an “open, objective and creative discussion” and promises “complete understanding
for the creative search for new forms.” Honecker talks about the fruition of the “humanistic ideal of a unity
of power and mind” in the GDR.
Dec. 16-17
At the IVth Plenum of the SED Central Committee, Erich Honecker states that ”there [can] be no taboos in art
and literature, as long as they come from the strong position of socialism.” This applies to “questions of content, as well as style…. We would like to orient artists,” he continues, “with the full richness of their personal style and manner of expression, towards the plethora of manifestations of life in our time.” The fundamental approach should be that “sensitivity towards workers in this field [art] is very appropriate.”
Honecker’s statement is interpreted as a loosening of restrictions and an invitation for open and critical
reflection on social problems by authors, painters and filmmakers.
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1972
July 5
The script for Die Taube auf dem Dach (The Dove on the Roof) is delivered to the studio. The script is approved within three weeks. In the production agreement dated July 24, 1972, a paragraph entitled “Special
Arrangements” clarifies: “that the length of the film will be 2,500 meters, which equals 10 main reels, with
60% shot at outside locations and 40% filmed in the studio.”
July 25
The casting department recommends actors for leading and supporting roles. For the role of Hans Böwe,
they suggest: Kurt Böwe, Dieter Franke and Rolf Ludwig. For the female lead, Linda, they suggest, among
others: Gabriele Gysi, Heidemarie Schneider and Karin Ugowski (that is, after Angelica Domröse and
Angelika Waller turn down the offer). Heidemarie Wenzel becomes the favorite for the role on August 9.
Christian Steyer, who later plays Lene, the trumpeter, is considered for the role of Daniel, as are HolmHenning Freier and others.
Aug. 3
Screen tests start with Heidemarie Wenzel, Christian Steyer and Holm-Henning Freier.
Sept. 6
The DEFA casting department contacts casting at East German Television (DFF), requesting a leave of
absence for actor Günter Naumann to play Böwe. Coordinating shooting schedules should enable Naumann
to continue his work on the television production of the film Zement (Cement, Dir. Manfred Wekwerth).
Gertraude Acker-Thies, head of the casting department writes: “I would appreciate a prompt response and
positive reply, because we plan to start shooting on September 18 and time is short.”
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Sept. 18
The DEFA Studio contacts the military conscription center in Madgeburg, requesting that actor Andreas
Gripp from the Madgeburg theater – now considered for the lead in the film – not get drafted for military
service on Nov. 1. DEFA justifies the request with the argument that “we are considering this film as one of
our contributions to the World Festival of Youth and Students and it is one of few films that deals with
representations of members of the working class.” After Iris Gusner and production manager Fritz Brix presented their case at the center, the request to postpone enlisting Andreas Gripp until spring 1973 is granted.
Sept. 19
The production group approves the script, emphasizing the cultural and political importance of the film:
“This film tells about the self-fulfillment of younger and older people – who are brought together at a
construction site in our Republic – and about the search for fulfillment in work and love. The film is being
considered for release on the occasion of the tenth World Festival of Youth and Students and will appeal to
young viewers because of the mainly young cast.”
Sept. 20
The cast is approved.
Sept. 27
Shooting begins and continues until Dec. 14. In total, 46 (of a planned 53) days of shooting include 31 days on
location in Thuringia (Lauscha, Arnstadt, Paulinzella) from Sept. 25 to Oct. 20, as well as in Ilsenburg (waterfall), Potsdam and Rehbrücke.
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Oct. 2
The production budget of 1,288,900 East German marks is released. Anticipated royalties include 600,000 East
German marks domestically and 100,000 in international sales.
Nov. 22
Filmspiegel, the popular East German illustrated film magazine, announces the start of filming.
1973
Jan. 3
Filmspiegel publishes a portrait of Iris Gusner, which kicks off a series entitled, “Young People – Film Today.”
The following excerpt is from Manfred Heidicke’s article:
“Did Iris Gusner know the people she wrote about? ‘Of course, I knew them. Otherwise, how would I
have been able to tell specific details about them? It’s important for me to depict problems in which the
viewer is interested and with which he or she deals on the daily basis. What I would like is a debate, a
dialogue with the audience. Of course, all artistic expression is also self-expression. But I don’t make a film
only because I want to come to terms with myself. That’s part of it; but you can’t separate one from the other.’
Iris Gusner doesn’t bask in the luck of her first, big chance. Sure, she is happy to be able to make a film
like this. But she also knows that you must never lose a critical perspective on your own work. ‘I believe you
should be much more familiar with details, which implies that you have to learn more about our life and not
just be satisfied with initial appearances.’
It is a pleasure talking to her; there is no need to painstakingly elicit words or thoughts. She seeks discussion and keeps her partners on their toes. She asks questions and tries to find out how other people
react to her views. It might sound like a cliché to say that this woman will find her way in the world. But our
encounter confirms one thing: She loves her profession and will grow with her assignments.”
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Filmspiegel with a portrait of Iris Gusner
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Jan. 23
In the weekly meeting with the managing director of the DEFA Studio for Feature Films, the management
discusses which films should be sent to which international film festivals. Meeting minutes note that The
Dove on the Roof could be sent to the Locarno Film Festival. Other recommendations include: Die Legende
von Paul and Paula (The Legend of Paula and Paula) for Moscow; Die Schlüssel (The Keys) for Venice; Aus
dem Leben eines Taugenichts (From the Life of a Good-For-Nothing) or Elexiere des Teufels (The Devil’s
Elixirs) for Cannes; and Das zweite Leben des Friedrich Wilhelm Georg Platow (The Second Life of Friedrich
Wilhelm Georg Platow) for West Berlin.
Jan. 30
Studio presentation of the rough cut. The film is approved with no restrictions; work will continue as follows:
Feb. 8–Mar. 5: Language dubbing; Mar. 19–21: Recording music; Apr. 9–12: Mix.
Mar. 7
The studio approves the design of a poster for PROGRESS Film-Verleih to distribute the film. PROGRESS
plans for a premiere on Oct. 5.
Mar. 28
Filmspiegel publishes a two-page portrait of actress Heidemarie Wenzel entitled, “Sparrow in the Hand, or
Dove on the Roof.” About her role in the film, she says: “In terms of my role and myself the question arises:
are equal rights for women worthy of being represented? Yes! I am not in favor of so-called feminist films.
Because the struggle for women’s rights only makes sense when it flows into the big fight for the emancipation of humankind. I mean, the more the social determinants of gender roles dissolve, the less the image
of the modern woman will differ from that of the modern man – or simply of the modern human.”
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Apr. 17
In preparing for the approval meeting, Dr. Dieter Wolf, head of the “Babelsberg” production group, writes a
statement about The Dove on the Roof: “Using episodes from the lives of members of the construction team,
the author attempts to present an issue of important human and moral relevance: the question of the meaning
of life, the search for a happy balance between professional duties and personal happiness. Ideal and reality
are presented as a contradictory unit, not as irreconcilable opposites. We think very highly of the effort to
trace such moral questions in the day-to-day lives of workers and to discover the wide range of lifestyles
and life expectations embraced in the common socialist attitude of people in our era. […] Although many
supporting characters are accessible only through dialogue or the story, this film succeeds in sketching out
interesting characters and attitudes that can stimulate interest and thought. […] An advantage of the work is
that the characters are not simply personifications of one-sided negative or positive lifestyles. They have
strengths and weaknesses, they are both loveable and fallible.”
Apr. 18
The studio management meets about approval for final production. But suddenly the film gets slammed by
officials, who are anxious to placate irritated SED party leaders that are confused by the increasingly critical
self-awareness of GDR art, including film. Iris Gusner makes note of a few of the statements in her diary:
“The style of the film is an absolute artistic fallacy. [The film includes] massive attacks against petit bourgeois
attitudes. In every scene attacks against the GDR; how does Iris Gusner actually see the GDR? All the
characters are in crisis. The image of the working class distorted. Iris Gusner spat in the face of the working
class!”
At the end of the discussion, the director asks: “Should I leave for Siberia immediately, or am I allowed to
pack my suitcase first?”
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DEFA management does not approve the film for final production. They do not ban the film, however, but
rather recommend that it be “corrected.” Dramaturg Dieter Wolf and the director are asked to prepare ideas
for reworking the film by May 10.
May 3
Studio director Albert Wilkening asks PROGRESS Film-Verleih and the DEFA International Trade Company to
have patience: “We have taken precautions to replace The Dove on the Roof by the end of the year, so we
will still be able to deliver 18 films in 1973. We will do everything in our power to approve the aforementioned
film for public screening. In the interests of the young director, for now I ask that you agree to postpone the
distribution of the film for three months.”
May 11
Peter Heldt, head of the Department for Culture of the SED Central Committee, informs Kurt Hager, Secretary
of the Politburo, about the situation at the DEFA Studio for Feature Films. In his critical report he especially
evaluates films that treat contemporary issues, including The Dove on the Roof, as questionable.
May 28-29
The 9th Plenum of the SED Central Committee restricts the freedom granted to artists at prior meetings,
including the VIIIth Party Congress (1971) and the 4th and 6th Plenums (in 1971 and 1972). Erich Honecker
indicates that artists allegedly abused the freedom they had been granted; for example, he judges that in
Ulrich Plenzdorf’s play, Die neuen Leiden des Jungen W. (The New Sorrows of Young W.) – which the DEFA
Studio is considering making into a film – the author confuses his personal problems with objective reality.
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In addition to Iris Gusner, many other DEFA directors are affected by the renewed cultural-political repression. Heiner Carow’s The Legend of Paul and Paula (script, Ulrich Plenzdorf), which has already premiered,
faces massive problems getting screenings in some districts of the GDR. Roland Gräf is not allowed to make
his film, Die zweite Haut (The Second Skin; script, Klaus Poche). In summer 1973, Siegfried Kühn’s The
Second Life of Friedrich Wilhelm Georg Platow (script, Helmut Baierl) gets only a limited release and no
official premiere; no one is permitted to review the film and it is banned for export. Egon Günther is faced
with cuts to his film The Keys (script, Helga Schütz). Work on Till Eulenspiegel (Dir. Rainer Simon; script,
Christa and Gerhard Wolf), a two-part satirical epic about the 16th-century Peasants’ War, is stopped; an
abbreviated version of the film is later completed.
May-June
The director and her team try to save the film; they cut and change the order of scenes. The film is shown at
several internal screenings before the Ministry for Film and other committees. The film is screened for the
DEFA Artistic Council, whose members include Konrad Wolf, Kurt Maetzig, Günther Rücker and Wolfgang
Kohlhaase. Although the council rejects the accusations made against the film and the director, it plays only
an advisory role and cannot influence decision-making. According to Dieter Wolf, none of the authority
figures to whom the filmmakers have appealed – including Konrad Wolf and Andrew Thorndike, the
president of the Film Association – is ready to “forcefully plead for the film at the higher echelons.” The Film
Department at the Ministry for Culture and studio management agree behind closed doors not to send The
Dove on the Roof through the usual approval procedures. All attempts to get the film into theaters fail.
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June 5
At the weekly meeting, Managing Director Albert Wilkening announces that the film will be cancelled and
removed from the production plan and budget. The minutes stipulate: “The material can be used for discussion, but it may not be handed out to other institutions, unless higher-ranking officials request it. […] The
elements that led to the film being cancelled have more to do with general questions than with artistic
mastery.”
June 12
Studio management discusses the future of director Iris Gusner at the DEFA Studio and decides: “Work for
television is allowed. It is not allowed to show her last film, The Dove on the Roof, to DFF television, however.
Her involvement in developing material for Leonhardt’s story, Unser stiller Mann (Our Quiet Man), is also
allowed.” A week later, management labels The Dove on the Roof “an experiment of the debut director
Iris Gusner” and determines “that the rejection of the film will not be held against the production group.”
In the same meeting, management decides to stop all work on The New Sorrows of Young W. by Heiner
Carow and Ulrich Plenzdorf.
July 2
Albert Wilkening writes to Georg Gutschmidt, head of the final production department: “Please secure materials for The Dove on the Roof for final production at a later date. Do not destroy any of the materials without
my personal permission.”
Oct. 26
The production director instructs the final production department, the duplication facility and production
manager Fritz Brix: “In keeping with the studio director’s decision, please store and lock up all materials for
the film production, so that they are only available with approval of the studio director.”
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Nov. 23
Albert Wilkening again instructs the head of the final production department: “As you already know, all the
materials for The Dove on the Roof – which I have not approved – are to be stored so they may be exploited
at a later point in time. Should you have any problems related to storing the material, please consult me at
the end of 1974 about its further handling.”
1974
Jan. 15
The final production report, dated Dec. 31, 1973, is made available. The report notes that 1,144,600 East
German marks were spent on the film, 144,300 marks less than originally planned. Production manager Fritz
Brix attests to the high productivity of the film team: “The average of 53 meters-per-day was increased to
66.9 during the shooting period. One reason for this was the well-organized work of cinematographer Roland
Gräf in collaboration with colleague Ikker’s lighting team. The dispositions by floor manager Wittcke were
very skillful and flexible, which enabled continuous shooting.”
1989
October
The East German Association for Film and Television founds a committee for “Banned Films.” First off, this
committee is predominantly concerned with the productions of 1965-1966, which were banned after the XIth
Plenum of the SED Central Committee.
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November
Theatrical release of almost all banned films from the 1965-1966 production period begins, including Spur
der Steine (Trace of Stones, Dir. Frank Beyer), Das Kaninchen bin ich (The Rabbit Is Me, Dir. Kurt Maetzig)
and Denk bloß nicht ich heule (Just Don’t Think I’ll Cry, Dir. Frank Vogel).
1990
February
While working on the release of the banned films, Roland Gräf, the cinematographer of The Dove on the
Roof, finds a copy of the film in a DEFA Studio screening room where rough-cut screenings usually took
place. It turns out that this is the only remaining 35mm print of the film; it is labeled with the original working
title, Daniel. This color print reveals severe delamination, caused by long storage in a non-climate-controlled
environment. To save the film, Gräf initiates the production of a black-and-white duplication negative, from
which a 35mm black-and-white print is produced.
Sept. 12
Rudolf Jürschik, the artistic director of the DEFA Studio for Feature Films, announces the approval for public
screening of The Dove on the Roof, “in connection with the review and correction of politically-motivated
management decisions.”
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Sept. 26
Jürschik informs director Iris Gusner und Regine Kühn, who collaborated on the script, that they will receive
a partial honorarium after the film’s premiere, based on the official fee-scale. The studio must also renew the
rights for the script, as they have reverted back to the authors, for which they will also receive an honorarium.
Oct. 7
Premiere of The Dove on the Roof at the Babylon Cinema in Berlin.
1991
Sometime after a further screening at the Arsenal Cinema in Berlin, the 1973 color editing print and the new
black-and-white duplication negative and the new 35mm back-and-white print are lost.
2009
The black-and-white duplication negative is found. On behalf of the DEFA-Stiftung, MAZ+MOVIE Medien,
GmbH in Halle, restores the material. [www.maz-movie-medien.de] The film is now available on digital BETACAM, Blue Ray and DVD; aside from being in black-and-white, no other changes have been made.
2010
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September
Premiere of the newly-restored digital material on Sept. 6 at the Arsenal Cinema in Berlin. Official German
theatrical release on Sept. 9.

This chronicle was compiled by film historian Ralf Schenk for the German press kit. Our thanks go to the DEFA-Stiftung for making
it available to us for use on this DVD production.
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